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In the last two weeks we have seen some fantastic learning taking place
along with a lot of fun! The children in EYFS/KS1 really enjoyed their All
Stars Cricket session followed by a visit to Northdale Horticulture as they
continue working on their Scented Garden Imaginative Learning Project.
Meanwhile Y5/6 tried something we have never done before when they
worked in teams to solve the puzzles in an
Egyptian Escape room. Y3/4 have also been
busy finding out more about Ancient Greece
by making clay statues of Gods and
Goddesses.
Staff from Music in Schools also came into school to demonstrate some of
the instruments that children can learn to play and details were emailed
home last week.
Well done as well to all the children in Y6 who have also completed their
SAT assessments this week. Thanks to the Friends of Romanby School for
providing their celebratory pizza today!
Next week our Rights Respecting Ambassadors will be leading the Big Plastic Count in school so look out
for details of this work on the next newsletter.
Year3/4 Tennis
On Wednesday, we went to play tennis. We started
with a warmup and then there were five different
games, one involved a person throwing a ball and
you had to hit it back within a certain area and
another one where the ball couldn't touch the floor
before you hit it back. We all won a medal that says,
'School Games'. I was proud of myself. My favourite
part was where we were working together as a team.
(Josh and Grayson, Year 3)

Gymnastics
On Sunday, Chloe from Y6 attended the TeamGym English Championships
where she was part of the winning team, therefore achieving a gold medal!
Chloe was competing in a Level 3 open team and was the youngest in her team.
This is a phenomenal achievement. Chloe and her team have put in a lot of hard
work to get to this point and deserve all their success. We hope that many will
be inspired by Chloe's achievements, as we have a lot of keen gymnasts in
school.

Platinum Jubilee
As we mentioned on the last newsletter to celebrate the Jubilee, we will be holding a special day in
school on 26th May. We will be having a Tea Party of school dinners and packed lunches on the field at
lunchtime (weather permitting) with a special school dinner menu on that day of;
Pizza (V)
Cheese Straws (V)
Homemade Sausage Rolls
Vegetable Sticks
**********************
Celebration Cupcake
One of the activities involved on the day will be a challenge to create a portrait of the Queen which will
then be displayed in school. We would like the children to start thinking about how they might tackle
this challenge, maybe in the style of their favourite artist. Mrs Weeks has provided a few ideas below.

Stars of the week
Every Friday we have a special celebration assembly when staff give out awards that link to our “Secrets
of Success”. Congratulations to the following children who received the ‘’Star of the Week’’ award in our
last two celebration assemblies:
Mrs. Allen’s and Mrs.
Hind’s class

Evie, Emilia, Harry, Emily

Mrs. Hugill’s class

Olivia, Zuzanna, Koby, Finnegan

Miss. Hillary’s class

Harry, Rosie, Daniel, Isabelle

Mrs. Week’s and
Mrs. Crocker’s class

Erica, Isaac, Daniel, Harrison

Miss Lewis’ class

Poppy, Isabel, River, Niall

Miss Payne’s class

Summer, Macey, Cameron, Isaac, Reggie

Mrs. Bradnam’s and
Mrs. Everitt’s class

Jessica, Effie, Nathan, Lily

Mrs. Seal’s class

Jack, Robyn, Shahed, Robyn

Mrs. Howe’s and
Mrs. Cornock’s class

Will, Chloe, Emilia C, Oliver

Mrs. Clarke’s class

Harry, Avleen, Poppy, Eleanor

Team Point Scores
Team

Total this school year

Total this half-term

Blue Sharks

2116

181

Green Geckos

1881

175

Red Dragons

1919

185

Yellow Lions

1949

179

Secrets of Success
We all follow three simple rules

We have the right to be treated with respect
We have the right to learn
We have the right to be safe

RRSA: Article 28 – We have the right to a good quality education.
If you would like this information in another language or format please let us know.

